Style gui de

Pre face
Not sure what style you want or not sure which words to use to
describe it? Well dont worry! We have made a style guide that
outlines some of the more common styles that we work with.
Styles i nclude d:

- Art Nouveau
- Art Deco
- American Kitsch
- Swiss/International
- Psychedelic
- Punk
- Grunge
- Minimalist
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Art Nouveau
Art Nouveau is a style of architecture, decorative
art and graphic design which rose to prominence in
Western Europe and the USA during the late
nineteenth century, continuing into the early
twentieth century, reaching its peak by the 1920s.

Characte ristics

- Intricate illustrative style
- Bold, heavy weighted outlines
- Hand drawn and colored
- Use of natural forms
- Use of a natural colour and tonal
palette
- Regularly features female
personas

The key characteristic features of this style are the
bold outlines and ﬂat yet intricately hand-illustrated
designs and typefaces. The characters and forms
depicted in this design style possess ﬂowing curves
which speak to the unique forms found in nature.
The design style is whimsical, romantic and highly
technical.
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Art Deco
Art Deco is a form of design, visual arts and
architecture which came to prominence as a
symbol of luxury, wealth and sophistication in
challenge to the austere inﬂuence of World War I. A
diminutive of Arts Décoratifs, the name was taken
from the 1925 Parisian exhibition titled ‘Exposition
Internationale des Arts Decoratifs et Industriels

Modernes’ which was the ﬁrst to feature works of
this style.
The characteristics synonymous with this graphic
design style are bold curves, strong vertical lines,
capitalized type, rich contrasting colours,
aerodynamic forms, airbrushing, motion lines and
the geometric treatment of patterns and surface.

Characte ristics

- Bold geometric shapes
- Use of vertical and motion lines
- Capitalized typefaces
- High contrast in colours
- Flat (in terms of depth)
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Am e rican Kitsch
The inﬂuence of Art Deco lasted long after the
1930s, inspiring a proliferation of new design
styles. One unique style which followed was
American Kitsch. This design approach rose to
prominence in the 1940s to 1960s in the USA, with
an idealized, cartoon-like illustrative style.
American kitsch designs of this era were known for
their particular font styles and a futuristic

Stylization with dramatized or caricatured imagery.
The graphic design style is synonymous with
informal shapes, rich and high contrasting colour
use, hand drawn and colored illustrations,
space-age forms and dramatic curves. We might
observe a cross-pollination between American
Kitsch design and the tone of voice in the advertising
and signage of the day. Both employed the
characteristic idealism of the American dream,
peppered with caricatures. Film posters offer some
of the best examples of American Kitsch style ﬁlm,
especially those of the science ﬁction or fantasy
genres.

Characte ristics

- Contrasting imagery and fonts
- Cartoon-like illustrative images
- Bold, vibrant colours
- People in dramatic poses
- Aerodynamic shapes
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Swiss/I nte rnational
Favoring objectivity, simplicity and legibility, this
design style was initiated and led by the designers of
the Zurich School of Arts and Krafts and the Basel
School of Design.
Few other schools of design contributed as much to
last century’s stylistic innovations. In particular the
use of grids and asymmetrical layouts, alongside

Characte ristics

- Consistent use of negative space
- Saturated, matte colour palettes
- Very ‘clean’ and simple
- Sans serif fonts favored
- Asymmetrical layouts

sans-serif typography were amongst the most
prominent stylistic developments. The combination
of typography and a general preference for
photographic images are also noted as key
characteristics, though colorful, geometric block
illustrations were also common.
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Psych e de lic
The phenomena of psychedelic design, art and
music is synonymous with the 1960s and 1970s. It
inﬂuenced and was inﬂuenced by the style of dress,
philosophy, literature and culture of the time, while
holding sway over the design culture throughout the
decade. It still emerges as a recycled stylization in
design today.
Band and concert posters of the 1960s to 1970s

offer a vast reference library for this style. We see
the use of bright and clashing colours, illegible
hand-drawn
curvaceous
type,
abstracted
curvilinear shapes and metaphysical or surreal
illustrative or photographic subject matter. The
psychedelic design style harbors the inﬂuence of
Art Nouveau designs, particularly in the
hand-drawn type and consistent use of images
depicting women or the female form.

Characte ristics

- Inﬂuenced by the psychedelic drug
culture
- Intense, clashing colours
- Type and image use inﬂuenced by Art
Nouveau
- Hand-drawn type generally illegible and
hard to read
- Abstracted curvaceous forms and
design elements
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Pun k
A strong ethos of DIY and anti-establishment
attitude permeates all aspects of punk design. The
rawness of this form of design came from the
culture in which it originated in the late 1970s punk
music movement. The design of the time spoke to
the individual designers and artists creating these
works. Most were entirely untrained as designers
and usually were the band members or friends of
the bands whose posters they made.

Characte ristics

- Low quality, photocopier printed
images
- Grainy and matte screen printing
effects
- Found and collaged type
- Predominantly photographic imagery
- High contrast, bold colours
- Overall rough, textured aesthetic

Iconic elements of the punk design style are the DIY
hand written or cut and paste typographic
elements. Often designers collaged text using
found
and
incongruous
type
elements—haphazardly intermingling bold serif and
sans serif typefaces to achieve the classic punk
style.
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Grunge
Emerging as a design style in the wake of the
millennium, grunge takes its name and inherent style
from the 90s music and subculture movement,
synonymous with Nirvana and the Seattle sound.
Distressed and layered textures, ripped and uneven
edges alongside a rather chaotic approach to layouts
are all key features of grunge design. While there are
certainly some nods to what punk design created,
grunge is very much a unique design style.

Embracing the grit and urban grime that was
endemic to the 90s grunge scene, this style
embraces the use of many critically avoided
approaches in design. Uneven lines, crooked
elements, dirty stains, badly hand-written text and
very grainy or torn photographs all play their part
in conveying the tone of grunge style.

Characte ristics

- Dirty textures and background images
- Irregular lines and crooked elements
- Dirty stains such as coffee rings and
spilled out liquids
- Torn images and paper edges
- Hand-written and hand-drawn
elements
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M i n i malist
This style is easily recognized for its
monochromatic or limited approach to colour use,
minimal shading, bold line work, strict adherence
to grids, crisp photographic images, simpliﬁed
linear illustrations and a preference for sans serif
typefaces.
The ongoing popularity of minimalist and ﬂat

Characte ristics

- No depth of ﬁeld
- Minimalist design space
- Neutral tones and secondary colours
- Linear design elements
- Use of negative space

design is palpable. It is utilized in every sphere
design is found, from branding and packaging, to
editorial, infographics and digital. This style is
everywhere because when done well it offers
clean, stylish and easy to read design outcomes
which are easily translated across every design
format.
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TYPOGRAPHY
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Color pallets

